by John Kasun

T

A Book and Its Cover

here is an old saying that says
“You can’t tell a book by its cover.”
While that may be true about a
book, my years of experience have taught
me that you can tell a lot about the book’s
owner by the covers on the books he
reads. Take, for example, the books and
magazines found in a doctor’s waiting
room. Where in the heck do those doctors get those magazines they put in their
offices anyway? There must be a subscription service somewhere, just for the
medical profession, that sells nothing but
old magazines with torn covers and the
addresses cut out. I guess we shouldn’t
complain because that may be one way
to hold down the cost of health care.
The way things are going, we may soon be lucky if the only
things available to read in the doctor’s office are old political
advertisements.
“National Geographic” seems to be very popular among
the medical profession. At first, I thought the reason was
that my doctor was a world traveler or simply interested in
history or old culture. But actually, the reason is much more
logical. Because “National Geographic” is always about
old stuff and no one ever checks the date of the magazine,
few people know if it is current or not. However, when you
pick up a magazine that has a photograph on the cover of
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton and the headline reads
“Back together again but will it last?” the chances are pretty
good that it is a fairly old magazine. I guess it could be worse.
Imagine if you found an old medical magazine in the waiting
room that had an article entitled “Ten conditions that can
best be treated with blood sucking leeches!” If you ever find
yourself in that situation, grab your insurance card and run.
Early in my marriage, my wife and I lived in rural West
Texas, where I taught electronics for the military. Our doctor at that time was a nice guy who was always dressed in
cowboy boots and a belt with a big buckle while his Stetson
hat hung on a coat rack in the lobby. His office waiting room
was filled with horse magazines. I never thought much of it
because, after all, we were in Texas. However, I did think it
was odd that anytime my wife or I got pills from him they
always seemed the size of small eggs.
One day, my wife twisted her ankle and I took her to
that doctor’s office to get it checked out. He assured us that
by packing it in ice and keeping off of it, everything would
be okay in a couple of days. However, just as a precaution, he also gave her a two week supply of his favorite egg
shaped pills. I never forgot how, as we left his office, he said,
“Remember, just stay off of that hoof.” Ever since that day,

I paid particular attention to the magazines in the office but I also took the time
to check out the diploma on the wall.
Now, to be fair, my wife fully recovered
from her sprained ankle but she confided
in me that for about six months, every
time she saw a split rail fence, she wanted
to jump over it and she had a constant
craving for apples and cubes of sugar.
After leaving Texas, instead of getting medical references for our doctors, I based my judgment entirely on
the magazines I found in their waiting
rooms. During most of my medical visits,
I have often been greeted by stacks of two
choices of magazine, either “Golf Digest”
or “People Magazine”. First of all, golf
seems to the favorite pastime of most doctors, according to
their magazine library. That always bothers me a little, as I
imagine calling the office in an emergency only to learn the
doctor is tied up on the back nine and cannot be interrupted.
The second most popular magazine found in the doctor’s office is most often “People Magazine”, which is filled
with earth shaking stories, nail biting stories such as “Charlie
Sheen secretly joins monastery. He claims he has found
inner peace.” Such informative articles are normally flanked
by photographs of Kim Kardashian in a leather maternity
dress and 6 inch stiletto heels with the caption “Kim just
wants to be a normal stay-at-home mom.” I can only hope
these magazines belong to someone other than the doctor,
as I prefer a medical professional who knows what is really
important.
That is how I knew we found a winner when my wife
and I made our first visit to the office of our new dentist. As
we sat in the waiting room, I said to my wife, “These guys are
going to be great.”
“What makes you so sure?” she asked.
“Well, to start with, there is a photo board in the corner
of the waiting room on which customers are invited to post
photos of their latest trophies,” I answered. “Look at the
magazines they have out; they are all current issues of hunting and fishing magazines, including a couple on bowhunting and there is even the latest issue of a Cabela’s catalog. If
you lean over to the side, when someone comes out of the
inner office, you can see an elk mount on the wall.”
While I used to dread going to the dentist, I now look
forward to every visit. Not only do I get my teeth checked but
I also get to swap some great hunting stories. Remember, the
first step when seeking medical service is to check out the
magazines in the waiting room.
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